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Abstract. Wireless Sensor networks are used to many application areas such as
environment monitoring, wild life monitoring and agriculture and so on. The
functions of the WSNs are complex and their software is not simple. During the
life time of sensor nodes, it is required to be reprogrammed their operations
because of environment changes, control program bugs or program updates by
adding functions or calibrations. To upgrade the control software of sensor
nodes in WSNs remotely, this paper compares three update methods by relay
node selections. The relay nodes could ne nodes with many-neighbors, nodes
from the longest distance, and nodes selected by randomly. Their performance
is measured by the number of relay nodes and energy consumptions. By the
simulation results, Many-Neighbor method, which chooses relay nodes with
many neighbors, shows better performance up to 10 percent than other methods.
Keywords: WSN, data relay, firmware upgrade.

1

Introduction

The recent rapid advance of semiconductor technology makes it possible to
implement high performance sensor nodes with performing many functions.
Therefore they have very complex control programs without increasing its hardware
cost. Also they can be reused again for different application areas.
It is necessary for sensor nodes to reprogram because of environment changes,
control program bugs or program updates. In this case, a lot of costs and efforts are
wasted if they are recollected or replaced them with new nodes. Therefore, it is
required to reprogram their software remotely as far as they are reusable.
In this paper, software upgrade methods for sensor nodes are discussed by
selection methods of the relay nodes. Their performances are analyzed and compared
by the energy consumptions, number of nodes and error rates.
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2

Related works

Control software contains execution code for a processor of sensor nodes, it is very
important to maintain reliable data transfer. A method for reliable data transfer in
WSN is developed for 1:1 communication such as S-TCP[1] and RMTS[2]. But 1:1
communication methods are inefficient to upgrade many nodes of WSNs. It is
necessary to study for large data transfer from one node to many nodes efficiently. A
firmware data for sensor node is very larger than normal data, and there are some
research for large data[3][4]. But, the direction to upgrade control software is the
opposite direction of normal data transfer. There are some researches about upgrades
for sensor nodes. But they are focused on system management, not an upgrade itself
[5].

2

Simple system model

All sensor nodes of WSNs are assumed to be the same model with the memory size
and the same processor. It means that all sensor nodes use the same software version.
And a distance between two nodes is the same and the location of nodes is fixed.
The When a sink node starts to transfer its software data to others, all nodes stop
their sensing operation and switch to the software upgrade mode. The sensing
operation mode is operating in low power consumption and each node transmits its
sensed data to the sink node. In case of software data transmission, data size is very
large and must be transmitted very fast and continuously. If a node detects software
data transmission protocol, it should switch the normal sensing mode to the software
upgrade mode and prepare for software upgrade. When the node finishes receiving all
software data, it requests lost or missing packets to its source node. After lost or
missing data are received again, the node reprograms its own flash memory and
restarts its operation again. After reprogramming, the node may relay software data to
other nodes. But it is not necessary for all nodes to participate in relaying software to
another node in WSNs. Only a few nodes relay software data to other nodes. It is very
important to choose relay nodes because of overall performance.
To select a next relay node, three selecting methods are evaluated.
z Longest-Distance - A node is located at the longest distance from the relay
node.
z Many-Neighbors - A node has many neighbor nodes.
z Randomly selected node - A node is selected randomly by the relay node

3

Simulation

NS-2 network simulator is used for the simulation. 100 nodes are deployed in the
field uniformly. The distance between two nodes is 40m and each node has a 60m
radio radius. Radio bandwidth is 256Kbps and firmware file size is 128 Kbytes. The
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energy consumption is 75.9mW to send data and 62.7mW to receive data. Three
selection methods are simulated to compare their performance.
Fig.1 and Fig2 is simulation result. Fig. 1 illustrates the number of relay nodes that
participated in relay. In all case, the number of relay nodes is between 33 ~ 48. When
a node is selected as a relay node by Many-Neighbors, the total number of relay nodes
is the smallest.
Fig. 2 shows total energy consumption to upgrade all nodes. When the size of the
data packet is 160 bytes, the energy consumption is low.
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Conclusions

In this paper, three software upgrade methods are proposed by selecting relay
nodes in WSNs. The proposed methods are analyzed for the number of nodes to relay
firmware data, energy consumptions and upgrade times. These factors are simulated
and measured by the several packet sizes. The performance evaluations are measured
by update times, the number of relay nodes, energy consumptions and error rates by
packet sizes. By the simulation results, the Many-Neighbor method shows better
performance up to 10 percent than other methods.
Through simulation results, the selection method of a relay node is very important
and also the data packet size affects overall performance to update software.
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